Tatted Bracelet
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This is an easy and quick little beaded bracelet to tat with needle
or shuttle. Needle tatters must be able to work from shuttle
tatting instructions.
Put 40 beads on your thread. Wind shuttle1 with 30 beads on the
shuttle. Wind shuttle2 CTM with 10 beads on the shuttle. I usually
put an extra bead, or three, on each shuttle just in case I need a
few more. This bracelet will fit up to seven or eight inch wrist.
Tatting more plain rings at the end will add more length. Add a
two inch length of chain at the end with a charm instead of tatting
plain rings if you wish.

For the first ring slide one bead onto the hand ring from Shuttle1
Ring ( 8 LPicot add the clasp to the picot and join to this picot for the next stitch, 8 )
Make the picot about ½ inch long or as needed to add the clasp.

The photos above show the clasp being added to the ring.

After the first ring is completed it will look like this (right):
Next, slide one bead from S1 down next to Ring one and two
more beads from S1 in the hand ring.
Split ring ( 8 / 8 ) Before tatting the second half of the split
ring. Slide one bead from the hand ring down next to the
beginning stitches and one bead from S2.
Each of the next beaded split rings are the same as this split
ring. The photo below shows the second ring completed
and the third ring in progress.

The number of split rings with beads will depend upon the size of the thread and the size of the
beads. I used 40 beads for tatting ten beaded rings. Including the first and last beaded rings.
Shuttle1 gets three beads for every split ring plus one for the first ring and two for the last
beaded ring.
The last beaded ring gets two beads from shuttle one, and one from shuttle two. Only two beads
in the hand ring because there isn’t a bead on the core when the ring is closed. The photo below
shows the last ring in progress. Note: I have shown the photos with the hand ring partially
closed for clarity. Your hand ring should be a normal size.
Tat several split rings without beads to allow the bracelet
to fit a range of wrist sizes. I tatted one more split ring
8/8 and then one 6/6 and the final ring is just 8 stitches.
I like the look of the diminishing rings at the end. THC
If you want to use a short length of chain with a charm on
the end, tat the final ring like the first ring with the chain
attached to a long picot just like the lobster clasp on the
first ring. You may wish to attach a button for a clasp
and make the final ring(s) the right size for the button to
make a NO metal bracelet. Or use any bracelet clasps.

